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ABSTRACT
We propose a novel image interpolation method for
resolution enhancement of still images. The approach
consists of a nonlinear mapping from pixel index space to
color space based on the low-resolution image so that
non-integral pixel indices in a super-sampling can be
mapped to colors, i.e., interpolated. This nonlinear
mapping is based on an extensor transformation of 2D
pixel indices to an N-dimensional vector space that
encodes the Euclidean proximity interrelationships among
a neighborhood of N pixels. Experimental results indicate
that extensor-based interpolation yields results that are
qualitatively superior to classical bilinear and bicubic
interpolation, that has important advantages in
comparison to edge-directed [4] and optimal-recovery [10]
interpolation methods, and that has comparable or lower
computational cost.
1. INTRODUCTION
Image interpolation and superresolution methods are used
to produce higher-resolution images from one or more
lower-resolution datasets. Common applications requiring
image interpolation include image coding, image
reconstruction, enlarging photographs, image repairing or
flaw correction, and transcoding NTSC video content to
higher spatial or temporal resolution formats like HDTV.
Models of image interpolation, which have been
extensively studied, can be broadly divided into two
approaches, linear and nonlinear. Classical linear
interpolation techniques such as nearest neighbor, bilinear,
bicubic and bicubic spline interpolation [2] are
computationally efficient but tend to blur edges and
introduce aliasing artifacts. Partial differential equation,
variational and directional interpolation methods [1, 3]
are much more sophisticated and yield qualitatively
superior results. The major disadvantage of these methods
is their substantially higher computational cost.
Recent work in the area of image interpolation has
emphasized the need to develop methods that yield
superior perceptual image quality and computational

efficiency. Edge-directed interpolation introduced
covariance-based adaptation, which exploits maintaining
a correspondence between interpolated high-resolution
and measured low-resolution local covariance structure
[4]. Example-based interpolation algorithms employ a
database of training images to create plausible highfrequency details in zoomed images [5]. Rather than
making assumptions about the continuity of the
underlying signal and its derivatives as in the common
image interpolation methods, the wavelet-based
interpolation methods compute a measure of local
regularity and preserve this local regularity in the
interpolated image [6, 7]. Some neural network
algorithms such as radial basis functions, self-organizing
feature maps, Markov trees and Generalized Regression
Neural Networks [8, 9, 5] are employed to improve the
image quality through kernel-based methods. These
newer interpolation algorithms attempt to improve
perceptual visual quality by reducing artifacts and
enhancing details like sharpening edges.
2. EXTENSOR-BASED INTERPOLATION
We propose a novel extensor-based image interpolation
scheme in this paper. Our approach is based on the idea
that there is a non-linear mapping or relationship between
a measured set of parameters such as color and the lifteddistances among pixels. We estimate the high-resolution
interpolated value from a low-resolution counterpart with
a qualitative model characterizing the relationship
between the intensities and the lifted-distances.
Functions that lift a d-dimensional vector into a
superspace of N dimensions will be referred to as
extensor functions, and the N-dimensional vectors as
extensors. A suitable choice of extensor functions
determines the interpolant properties. Suppose the ddimensional extensor neighborhood (i.e. d=2 for images,
d=3 for video), S, contains N pixels. It is preferable to
define extensor functions with certain desirable properties
under certain classes of transformations. For example,
given an extensor function f and a linear transformation L,

the extensor defined by a pixel index vector x should
satisfy f(Lx) = Lf(x). However, extensor functions
exhibiting a similar property for restricted classes of
transformations (e.g., scale and rotation) may be just as
satisfactory with respect to a human visual quality
assessment of the resulting interpolation.
One well-known class of extensor functions uses
products of subsets of index values. For example, if the
index values for an image pixel to be interpolated are u
and v, then a possible rank 6 extensor would use [u2, v2,
uv, u, v, 1], or for a rank 10 extensor, [u3, v3, u2v, v2u,
u2, v2, uv, u, v, 1]. This class of extensors defines
polynomial reproduction. However, high order
polynomial interpolations tend to exhibit undesirable
oscillatory characteristics and have sufficient rank for a
relatively small set S.
The extensor defined using an Euclidean norm
function that encodes all pairwise distances between
pixels within a specified neighborhood is constructed as
shown in Eq (1). The column j of the extensor matrix is
defined by the indices of pixel i in set S of N pixels in ddimensions via a nonlinear mapping, Ext(Xj).
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where ϕij = h( X i − X j ) = X i − X j , i,j = 1,2, ...., N (2)

• denotes a norm usually Euclidean (or 2-norm), X1,
X2, …, XN are distinct spatial locations of known pixels,
or measurements in d-dimensions and K is a
normalization factor based on the scale of the
interpolation (i.e. K = 2 when the image size is doubled).
Each column of Eq 1 is an extensor function, with the
notation Ext(y) denoting the extensor vector for pixel y,
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The signal space G% is g-dimensional, g=3 for color
intensities. The transformation mapping from the distance
or index-based extensor matrix, X , to the color matrix
G% , is defined using an interpolation matrix as,

T3× N X N × N = G% 3× N

(4)

We need to solve for the multidimensional (i.e. color
intensity) extensor interpolating matrix T3×N under the
Euclidean distance projection. The Euclidean distance
matrix using Eq 1 and 2 is guaranteed to be positive
definite and hence invertible [11]. The columns of G% are

feature values such as multispectral color, pressure,
temperature, velocity, voltage, current, etc. Subsequently,
any other arbitrary index vector y with extensor function
Ext(y) has associated color vector T Ext(y). Given a nonsingular extensor matrix, X , T can be determined as

T3× N = G% 3× N X N−1× N

(5)

and this transformation used to interpolate (or even
extrapolate) color vectors for pixels between (or outside
of) the pixels within the region S. The matrix
r r
r
r
% = [G
% G
% ... G
% ]
% is the mean
G
1
2
N 3× N , where G j
corrected g-dimensional measured column vector (i.e.
three spectral measurements such as rgb) associated with
extensor Xj. Mean correction ensures that constant image
regions (zero mean) are interpolated without bias, hence

r r r r
r
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G% 3× N = [G1 − µG G2 − µG LGN − µG ]3× N
(6)
r
= G3×N − [ µG ]3×1 [1 1 L1]1× N

where µG is the mean (average) color intensity of the
pixels within the local extensor neighborhood, S.
We determine the color intensities for the
interpolated pixel using

r
r
G ( y ) = T ⋅ Ext ( y ) = G% X −1 Ext ( y ) + µG

(7)

where y denotes the (non-integer) location of the pixel for
which color interpolation is desired, and Ext(y) is the
extensor vector for the interpolation pixel position y.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We
qualitatively
compare
the
extensor-based
interpolation with bilinear, bicubic [2], edge-directed [4]
and optimal-recovery methods [10]; the latter two
methods were Matlab implementations directly provided
by the original authors on their web sites. The original
512x512 Lena Sjööblom 1972 image shown in Fig 1a is
subsampled to a 256x256 image; the decimated image is
derived from the even rows and columns of the original
image. We depend on subjective evaluation to assess the
visual quality of the interpolated images. The extensor
neighborhood, S are non-overlapping rectangular
domains of size 7x7 with N=49 to implement the
interpolation. On a good quality color monitor the
variation in visual quality can be readily discerned from a
normal viewing distance. Figures 2(a) and (b) show a
zoom factor of two applied to the face subregion of the
subsampled image. The extensor method performs similar
to the edge-directed and optimal recovery interpolations.
However, zooming-in reveals further differences. For
example, the hat subregion (Fig 3a) is interpolated with
some circulatory artifacts by the edge-directed and
optimal-recovery methods at a scale factor of 4 in Fig 3e
and 3f. Finally, zooming in by a factor of 8 in the eye
region, Fig 4a-4g, show that the extensor method

preserves the circular features of the iris and small
structures of the eye brow better than other methods. The
edge-redirected and optimal interpolation methods
introduce significant artifacts at the higher resolution that
appear to derive from the spurious enhancement of short,
edge-like structures which exist at the natural resolution
limits of the original image. In other words, the edgeenhancement feature of [4] succeeds in maintaining the
appearance of edge structures, but at the cost of distorting
the sharp circular discontinuities at increasing superresolutions. The extensor-based interpolation provides
equivalent or superior perceptual quality at reduced
computation cost especially at high zoom factors.
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Figure 3a Subsampled hat

Figure 3b Original image (Hat)

Figure 3e Edge-directed 4x

Figure 1 Original Image (512 by 512)

Figure 2a Optimal-recovery 2x

Figure 2b Extensor-Based (7-by-7) 2x

Figure 3c Bilinear 4x

Figure 3d Bicubic 4x

Figure 3f Optimal-recovery 4x

Figure3g Extensor-Based (7-by-7) 4x

Figure 4a Subsampled image (Eyes)

Figure 4b Original image (Eyes)

Figure 4c Bilinear 8x

Figure 4d Bicubic 8x

Figure 4e Edge-directed 8x

Figure 4f Optimal-recovery 8x

Figure 4g Extensor-based 8x

